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A global scale independent Hybrid Blockchain-Technology based on Hyperledger Besu/Ethereum 
 
By: TRAMAC SA Switzerland 
 
Bitcoin has become a well known Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System to solve the double-spending problem 
without involving a third party. Although it was meant as Proof of Concept, it has now reached the status of a 
currency which was not intentionally planned.  
At TRAMAC AG, we see several misconceptions about the daily use of Bitcoin in Businesses. The Blockchain 
technology is by far more than only a payment method. We will solve these with the hybrid approach of Giracoin 
- a global scale independent blockchain system based on Hyperledger Fabric and Ethereum which serves 
businesses and governments. The hybrid approach of being private and closed source for the essential part will 
allow the company to adhere to the legal and regulatory requirements and at the same time uphold the spirit of 
a transparency and the benefits of open source. We ensure this by providing the block explorer to observe any 
movements within the universe of Giracoin. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION:  

 
WHY GIRACOIN  

 
Cryptocurrency has become an alternative payment system for commerce and e-commerce nowadays. Since the 
inception of cryptocurrencies, the open source approach and the growing communities within their ecosystem 
has discovered attacks, proposed promising alternatives, deployed numerous modifications and extensions to 
improve the concept of a digital currency. This has the ultimate potential to transform the entire financial system 
and the blockchain technology with SMART-CONTRACT makes all steps more safer. 

While numerous private cryptocurrencies have been introduced since the creation of Bitcoin in 2009 1, the 
pioneer Bitcoin is by far the most successful. 

Even so, there are several concerns that need to be addressed and an appropriate usage of the technology need 
to be discussed. 

Giracoin is the first Coin on the market which addresses these concerns including total focus on legality, which 
also is controlled by the Federal Court of Switzerland 
Judgment is public: https://www.bger.ch/ext/eurospider/live/de/php/aza/http/inde 
x.php?highlight_docid=aza%3A%2F%2Faza://18-04-2019-6B_99-2019&lang=de&zoom=&type=show_document 

How it does, will be covered in the following chapters.  

Based on the comparison, we will elaborate the need to switch to a more flexible platform than Bitcoin-Core 
namely with Hyperledger/Ethereum on which Giracoin is based. 

 
By 2020, more than 3000 cryptocurrencies have been introduced according to coinmarketcap.com 
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II. GIRACOIN 
 

Giracoin was initially based on Bitcoin-Core 0.13 which was extended by TRAMAC AG Core Team to satisfy the 
company’s vision of a cryptocurrency that is practical for daily use and should correlate to accepted fiat 
currencies. It should ultimately contribute to digital transformation becoming easy. As a solution we extended the 
Giracoin to use the full potential functions of a blockchain, instead of using it only as a payment method. 

Therefore an ecosystem with Web wallet, Smartphone App, Blockchain based KYC, Desktop wallet were created 
and an E-commerce platform with a powerful partner is coming soon. 
 
 

III. WHAT ARE THE MISCONCEPTIONS 
 

A. Risk of being opensource Vulnerable against bugs 

Being opensource helps a software to improve very fast as there are several talented developers involved in 
coding, solving bugs and maintaining codebases. But there are also forks of the codebase which might 
compromise the main system. [4] 

Vulnerability in the code can be used to heist, like it recently happened with another well know 
cryptocurrency.[5] 
 

B. Being understandable and easy to use is the key 

Only technically smart people are able to setup the environment to join the mining of a cryptocurrency to obtain 
coins as rewards. The others will have to rely on a third-party application or framework like an exchange to 
possess coins.  So, there is no fair distribution among people interested in a cryptocurrency. Only ”52% of small 
exchanges hold a formal government license compared to only 35% of large exchanges” [6] so the regulation or 
governmental acceptance among the exchanges vary and such a setup might end like the disaster happened to 
Mt. Gox. when they went bankrupt and couldn’t pay anything back.  

To avoid losses like this the Giracoin and its marketing are controlled by Federal Court. 

 

Primary use cases for GIRACOIN 

 

• fully supported cryptocurrency for payments  

• fully supported in the free trading platforms for African Union which are build and provided by the 
TRAMAC SA 

• fully supported payment method by all associated companies which are working with the TRAMAC SA 

• KYC Blockchain Solution 

 

African UNION 

Tramac SA has recently signed an exclusive contract with the African Union on building a free trading platform 
for Africa. This free platform which is called MONAVO, is developed to connect businesses and Governments in 
Africa. Giracoin has the privilege to be the primary and only cryptocurrency which is used on the free trade 
platform Monavo. Also Tramac SA is working on solutions like KYC and land registry using blockchain technology. 
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Community vs. Regulators Know your customer (KYC) 

 

While there is a big interest in the spirit of open source cryptocurrencies to remain anonymous, it is important to 
identify the person related to an account to prevent misuse.  This is also the reason why there is an arms race to 
improve Bitcoin anonymity on one hand and methods to de-anonymize on the other.[9] 
 
 
The Idea Behind Blockchain and KYC 
Each company has to verify your identity somehow, and it’s particularly important for financial institutions. This 
gave rise to ‘know your customer,’ or KYC protocols to help companies ensure they know who they are doing 
business with. Typically, this involves a long, drawn-out practice where certain documents are shown, and some 
sort of background check or verification takes place. 
 

The pressure to increase KYC compliance has been coming from regulators, keen to stop the increasingly 

sophisticated financial crimes we are seeing each year.  

But there is a way to address all these problems. 

 Blockchain KYC solutions take advantage of a secure, public digital ledger to give almost instantaneous and truly 

secure verification of identity. Due to the immutable and unchangeable nature of the record kept in the 

blockchain, fraud could become a thing of the past. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
A bank or other financial institution who is looking to verify customer identity would simply need to be given 
permission to access the personal information, making blockchain KYC incredibly efficient. It would also be 
standardized, so every financial institution globally would be able to share and view the same data. 
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Updates to personal information would be done in the Blockchain, meaning any institution using the system 
would also be privy to any information changes. Seamlessly, customers could update their personal information 
across all their accounts simply through their digital signatures. KYC using blockchain would mean that they 
wouldn’t need to contact each institution with changes, and the institutions would never miss such changes as 
they do now. 
 
Blockchain in KYC is one of the most promising applications of the decentralized technology, serving a real need 
by decreasing KYC administrative costs and lost time while at the same time increasing security and 
transparency. 
 
 

Acceptance 

Only a cryptocurrency which is accepted by the community and government has the chance to evolve as an 
alternative payment system. At the same time the usability of that currency need to be actively encouraged and 
developed. 

Such an active promotion can be community driven but as communities tend to have different opinions on how 
the project needs to move on, the full vision and goal of a project might lose focus and break into parties as seen 
lately with bip148 of Bitcoin which lead to chain split. [16] [12] 

There are several successful projects proving how important a supporting company behind a project is, for 
example: The Linux Distribution Ubuntu which brought the Operating system from a Geek only domain to 
mainstream. [14] 

Even Blockchain the underlying technology of  Bitcoin  has experienced a  shift  and  as  a  result,  projects  driven 
by a company and accepted by the community are becoming a standard. Just recently ten more companies joined 
the Linux Foundation consortium based project Hyperledger. [15] 

 

IV. WHAT  SHOULD GIRACOIN CAN 

Based on the experiences building GiraUno upon Bitcoin-Core and seeing major shifts in the way Blockchain as 
technology moves. The Giracoin uses now its own unique hybrid blockchain technology. 

To make the Blockchain safer, TRAMAC SA needed to extend to a more complex level than Bitcoin. Therefore 
Giracoin is not anymore based on the Bitcoin-Core blockchain and uses its own more complex Blockchain. 

Services that will include Smart contract for Charted Acountants and Trust, so any signed contract can be verified 
and followed on a tamper-proof system. 

In addition to that, allowing certified companies to help in the mining and maintaining the stability of Giracoin 
ecosystem need to be considered as a possibility. This requires the system to be flexible enough and allow 
controlled access. 

One of the most used services are micropayment services which need to be improved and being open for any 
other services which might require the security and consensus of a blockchain. Considering the misconceptions in 
this chapter III and the vision provided in the last few paragraphs.  

Giracoin needs to take a step forward to move to a more flexible Blockchain-Technology including Hyperledger 
Besu. 
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What is Hyperledger Besu? 
 
Hyperledger Besu is an open source client developed under the Apache 2.0 license and written in Java. It can be 
run on the Ethereum public network or on private permissioned networks, as well as test networks such as 
Rinkeby, Ropsten, and Görli. Hyperledger Besu includes several consensus algorithms including PoW, PoA, and 
IBFT, and has comprehensive per missioning schemes designed specifically for uses in a consortium environment. 
 
 
 
What is an “Ethereum Client”? 
Hyperledger Besu is one of several Ethereum clients. An Ethereum client is the software that implements the 
Ethereum protocol. Ethereum clients contain:  
• An execution environment for processing transactions in the Ethereum blockchain 
• Storage for persisting data related to transaction execution 
• Peer-to-peer (P2P) networking for communicating with the other Ethereum nodes on the network to 

synchronize state 
• APIs for application developers to interact with the blockchain  

What are Hyperledger Besu’s Features? 
Hyperledger Besu implements the Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA) specification. The EEA specification was 
established to create common interfaces amongst the various open and closed source projects within Ethereum, 
to ensure users do not have vendor lock-in, and to create standard interfaces for teams building applications. Besu 
implements enterprise features in alignment with the EEA client specification.  
Hyperledger Besu’s features include:  
• The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM): The EVM is the Turing complete virtual machine that allows the 

deployment and execution of smart contracts via transactions within an Ethereum blockchain. 
• Consensus Algorithms: Hyperledger Besu implements various consensus algorithms which are involved in 

transaction validation, block validation, and block production (i.e., mining in Proof of Work). They include: 
• Proof of Authority: HyperledgerBesu implements several Proof of Authority protocols. Proof of 

Authority consensus protocols are used when participants are known to each other and there is a level 
of trust between them––in a permissioned consortium network, for example. 
• IBFT 2.0: In IBFT 2.0 networks, transactions and blocks are validated by approved accounts, 

known as validators. Validators take turns creating the next block. Existing validators propose and 
vote to add or remove validators. IBFT 2.0 has immediate finality. When using IBFT 2.0, there are 
no forks and all valid blocks are included in the main chain. 

• Clique: Clique is more fault-tolerant than IBFT 2.0. Clique tolerates up to half of the validators 
failing. IBFT 2.0 networks require greater than or equal to ⅔ of validators to be operating to create 
blocks. Clique does not have immediate finality. Implementations using Clique must be aware of 
forks and chain reorganizations occurring. 

• Proof of Work (Ethash): Proof of Work is used for mining activities on mainnet Ethereum. 
• Storage: Hyperledger Besu uses a RocksDB key-value database to persist chain data locally.  This data is 

divided into a few sub-categories: 
• Blockchain: Blockchain data is composed of block headers that form the “chain” of data that is used to 

cryptographically verify blockchain state; block bodies that contain the list of ordered transactions 
included in each block; and transaction receipts that contain metadata related to transaction execution 
including transaction logs.  

• World State: Every block header references a world state via a stateRoot hash.  The world state is a 
mapping from addresses to accounts. Externally owned accounts contain an ether balance, while smart 
contract accounts additionally contain executable code and storage. 

• P2P networking: Hyperledger Besu implements Ethereum’s devp2p network protocols for inter-client 
communication and an additional sub-protocol for IBFT2: 

https://entethalliance.org/
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• Discovery: A UDP-based protocol for finding peers on the network 
• RLPx: A TCP-based protocol for communication between peers via various “sub-protocols”: 

• ETH Sub-protocol (Ethereum Wire Protocol): Used to synchronize blockchain state across the 
network and propagate new transactions. 

• IBF Sub-protocol: Used by IBFT2 consensus protocol to facilitate consensus decisions. 
 
 
 
• User-facing APIs: Hyperledger Besu provides mainnet Ethereum and EEA JSON-RPC APIs over HTTP and 

WebSocket protocols as well as a GraphQL API.   
• JSON-RPC 

• HTTP JSON-RPC Service 
• WebSocket JSON-RPC Service 

• GraphQL 
• Monitoring: Hyperledger Besu allows you to monitor node and network performance. 

• Node performance is monitored using Prometheus or the debug_metrics JSON-RPC API method.  
• Network Performance is monitored with Alethio tools such as Block Explorer and EthStats Network 

Monitor. 
• Privacy: Privacy in Hyperledger Besu refers to the ability to keep transactions private between the involved 

parties. Other parties cannot access the transaction content, sending party, or list of participating parties. 
Besu uses a Private Transaction Manager to implement privacy.  

• Permissioning: A permissioned network allows only specified nodes and accounts to participate by enabling 
node per missioning and/or account per missioning on the network. 

 
 
 
What does Hyperledger Besu support? 
 
Hyperledger Besu includes a command line interface as well as HTTP- and WebSocket-based APIs for running, 
maintaining, and monitoring nodes in an Ethereum network.  
The Besu client’s APIs supports typical Ethereum functionalities such as smart contract and dapp development, 
deployment, and operational use cases. Tools such as Truffle, Remix, and web3j enable these activities. The client 
implements standard JSON-RPC APIs, making integration with ecosystem tooling simple. The client also supports 
creating private, permissioned consortium networks. 
Hyperledger Besu doesn’t support key management within the client due to security concerns. Instead, you can 
use EthSigner or any Ethereum-compatible wallet for managing private keys. EthSigner provides access to your 
key store and signs transactions via tools like Hashicorp Vault and Microsoft Azure. 
Smart-contract- and local-configuration-based node and account permissioning are available within Besu. Private 
transactions are available using zero-knowledge methods in the client (including usage of the Aztec protocol). An 
off-chain approach requires using Orion, an open source private transaction manager separately developed 
by PegaSys. 
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At a high level, the architecture for Hyperledger Besu looks like:  
 
 

 

 

 

Services built on top of Giracoin Blockchain 

 

The platform can be used to build solutions and applications. Few of the use cases include, 

1. Using the supply chain monitor built with the platform, retailers can provide their customers 
with indisputable proof of provenance and authenticity of their products at every step in the 
supply chain to reinforce their product’s authenticity. 

2. Fraud detection solution has the potential to eliminate errors and detect fraudulent activity as 
it has the ability to provide a public ledger across multiple parties who have no trust 
frameworks between them currently. 

3. Cash flow in real estate can be  made  transparent  and more secure by using smart contracts. 
Both vendor and customer digitally sign the smart contract which includes details such as rental 
value, payment frequency, and tenant and property details. 

4. The blockchain-based solution with distributed ledger technology could enable savings for the 
users by avoiding the middleman and reducing duplication of processes, settlement time, and 
operational overheads. 
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The Future of Blockchain for Real Estate 
 
As we mentioned before, TRAMAC SA is currently working with high priority on solutions for the land registry 
based on blockchain for African UNION. This is a very big problem in the African UNION, because the same real 
estates are still being sold twice or triple.  
 
Blockchain technology and land surveying may seem unlikely partners at first.    

However, this new and exciting technology creates a cooperative and synergistic environment in which all 
information, data and images from a surveying project can be gathered in a reliable, confident and immutable 
way. 

With the changing landscape of surveying tools and instruments[3] becoming increasingly high-tech and 
widespread in use; openness to collaboration and new ideas will increase across the industry. This momentum 
could be leveraged to bring the use of blockchain technology to the forefront. 

Blockchain-based land registries will provide a vast improvement over today’s paper-laden and sometimes 
cumbersome digital processes. [4] Ultimately, it will support and strengthen land governance policies and 
systems worldwide. 

The adoption of this revolutionary technology is a trustworthy giant leap for surveying industry practices, 
practitioners and other industry participants. But first, they will need to be trained in the fundamental concepts, 
capabilities, and vocabulary of this new technology. (See APPENDIX Glossary)  

Assuming the industry can adapt, blockchain will provide significant value to the surveyors of the future and the 
transformation and legitimization of cadastres, land governance and land registries around the world. 
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GiraPay.com 
 
To provide our users with optimal access to their Giracoins, we have set up the payment service 
Girapay. Through our proof-of-stake procedure, our users also have the option of using their credit 
balance to generate additional Giracoins. With Girapay you have the possibility of making global 
transfers at any time. For this you only need your private key and the public key of the payment 
recipient. The public key can thus be compared with the account number at a bank. Since the Giracoin 
Blockchain generates a new block of transactions every minute, it only takes seconds for the 
transaction to reach the payee. 
 
The Girapay Dashboard shows the current ratio of tokens to Giracoins and the current exchange rate 
of Giracoins to euros at any time. In Future we will add also Fiat Payments and Creditcards to Girapay 
and you get your own IBAN. 
 
 
 
 
GiraPay APP 
 
With the innovative and completely secure Girapay App, you as a user have unlimited access to all 
Girapay functions at any time and any place. The app thus represents the digital counterpart to a 
conventional wallet and is intended to enable direct and uncomplicated payment with the 
corresponding merchants. It offers you the necessary mobility and enables a faster reaction time for 
urgent decisions. Of course the Girapay App offers just as high security standards as the classic desktop 
version. 
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THE NEXT BIG STEP FOR GIRACOIN 
 
 

 

 
 
 

AGENDA 2063 
Currently the main priority of ECOSOCC: "It is a continental framework through which the entire continent has 
given an action plan, in the short and long term, for its development, consists of seven pillars. The second of 
them says that all the processes and actions that are developed on the continent must be focused on, and 
directed by citizens. All national development plans and processes have to ensure this issue. It is a framework 
for the future, it is a framework that we are preparing to have a prosperous, peaceful, industrial ... Africa for the 
year 2063 ". 

 

THE CONTRACT 

In October 2019 an agreement was signed in Geneva (Switzerland) between TRAMAC A.G. and The Secretariat 

of the Economic, Social and Cultural Council (ECOSOCC). This contract would solve any problems relating to 

bureaucracy and taxes between countries amongst the African Union. This would moreover ensure the 

transparency being the main rule of the Agreement. This fusion of a private company given technological 

knowledge and legal back-up to an international public organization will provide us unthinkable possibilities. 
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Letter from the Chairperson Peace and Security Cluster of the African Union 
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GIRACOIN THE CRYPTOCURRENCY OF MONAVO 

 

The fundamental aspect of the agreement is the use of the Giracoin as the one Cryptocurrency which is 

accepted by all Countries. This means that the body of the African Union gathering a total of 55 countries would 

support the use of our currency over any other one and would give Tarmac the possibility to incorporate new 

currencies as appropriate.  

• African companies would be connected worldwide without interference of Governments.  

• We guarantee the development of this platform on our own expenses and from their side, they will 

provide us with the privilege of only using our cryptocurrency. 

This smart contract will provide every Government easy solutions for their energy contracts and the trade of 
goods. We are talking about a market of 1.2 billion people where 70% of the population has mobile phones 
which is all we need to function properly. With this unique possibility, it would put us all in a privileged situation.  
The combined states of the African UNION constitute the world's 11th largest economy with a nominal gross 
domestic product (GDP) of US$2263 billion. 

  

 
TECHNOLOGYSHIFT OF GIRACOIN  

 
Giracoin is built based on Hyperledger BESU based smart contract system with Kafka based order service with 
Ethereum core for managing the coins in the system. And it designed with a goal to develop applications that are 
noted for high performance, privacy and offers control required in an easy to use package. 

The smart contracts are written on chaincode and it invokes only when it interacts with the distributed ledger. 
And the chain code interacts with the database component of the ledger and the world state. Currently supported 
chaincode language is GO. Chaincodes have more advantage over other platforms like any serializable format can 
be used for data, many external libraries and CouchDB as a state storage enables rich state queries. 

Giracoin utilizes the decentralized consensus algorithm capable of meeting the performance requirements of 
applications on the blockchain. The Kafka algorithm for the network participants to back validators who actively 
participate in the consensus process.  

The tokenchaincode is executed on the distributed fabric nodes. The Hyperledger fabric CA provides the certificate 
authority service that you may choose to generate the certificates and key material to configure and manage 
identity in your blockchain network. These validators contribute to the block generation process through a Kafka 
protocol and are granted a distribution of the block rewards for doing so.  

The rewards are based on the stakes and considering other parameters. It achieves cryptographically secured 
consensus over a known set of validators where every block is closed with cryptographic signatures from a majority 
of validators only. No unknown variables come into play while reaching consensus on the network. This guarantees 
that all actions on the network are fully cryptographically verified and traceable. 
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The permissioned EVM is stack-based with a 256-bit machine word. Smart contracts that runs on Ethereum use 
this virtual machine for their execution. Permission is enforced through secure native functions and underlies all 
smart contract codes. The solidity scripting language is used for writing the logic that runs on Gira and potentially 
any connecting/participating network. It is compiled into EVM bytecode and executed by the permissioned EVM.  

The application is communication with blockchain network by exposing the API and JSON-RPC. The privacy is 
achieved through cryptography and segmentation. The cryptography is  applied  to  the  data in transactions and 
which can be visible to everyone in the system. Segmentation is applied to the node local database which contains 
the contract storage and only accessible to that node. 

 

Giracoin utilizes the advantages of both blockchain platform, this makes the development much easier and time 
saving for DApp developers in Giracoin. By using Hyperledger fabric we solved most of the common problems like 
scalability and performance issues in most of the blockchain ecosystem. 

 Giracoin uses all the core modules in the Hyperledger Fabric, in that Membership service provider (MSP) module 
is used to abstracts away all cryptographic mechanisms and protocols behind issuing and validating certificates, 
and user authentication. The Giracoin SDK provides the modularity of membership operations and interoperability 
across different membership standards and architectures. And the platform utilizes X.509 certificates for 
validation and signature verification, these certificates are able to generate using OpenSSL and cryptogenic tool 
with in the system. The DApp developers can create  MSP for each organization using the Giracoin SDK.  

Giracoin also supports one of the core feature in Hyperledger Fabric for the purpose of conducting private and 
confidential transaction by creating a private subnet of communication between two or more parties. We use 
Kafka to provide ordering and support for multiple chains in a crash fault tolerant manner. The ordering service 
consists of a Kafka cluster with its corresponding ZooKeeper ensemble, and a set of ordering service nodes that 
stand between the clients of the ordering service and the Kafka cluster. 
 
 
With this experience in all these projects mentioned in this White Paper, TRAMAC SA will be ready to implement  
solutions for every country or company in any size.f 
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